A new type of adaptive high-gain stabilizer for classes of linear time-invariant state-space systems is presented. The classes cover multi-input multi-output systems where the state dimension is not known. only standard assumptionj of minimum phase and known (respectively unknown) sign are requiied. The controller is of nondifferential form and ensures exponential de-cay of the trajectory. In the case where the sign of the high-frequency gain is not known, a new type of switching function is introduced that guarantees switching convergence independent of gain adaptation.
Introduction
ovpn rHs past few years, the area of adaptive high-gain stabilization has been concerned with the derivation of a number of control schemes of simple time-varying adaptive output feedback (see, to name but a few, Morse (19g3) , Nussbaum (1983) , Byrnes & willems (1984) , Märtensson (1986 Märtensson ( ), llchmann et al. (1987 , Prätzel-wolters e/ al. (1989) ). In all cases, the controllers guarantee asymptotic stabilization of the output y(t) via adaptive gain selection obtained by solving a differential equation (e.g. k:y27). In this paper, two issues are addressed: the derivation of gain adaptation rules of nondffirential form that are capable of ensuring exponential decay of the system input and state with a computable decay rate for the output magnitude. In order to achieve this, a The state dimension n of the system need not be known.
For multi-input multi-output systems, we will consider the known-,sign case when (1.3) is strengthened to o(CB) c C*.
(1.s) (Note: the case of o(cB) c c-is a trivial extension of this case obtained by input scaling.) For single-input single-output systems, we also treat the unknown-sign case CB #0.
In Section 2, we consider adaptive stabilization of multi-input multi-output systems of the form (1.2) which satisfy the minimum-phase condition (1.4) and the spectral condition (1.5) on the high-frequency gain. This section also introduces the maximum controller and illustrates the natural structure of the control for the purposes of exponential stabilization.
In Section 3, this idea is extended to the general case of unknown sign of CB for single-input single-output systems. In this context, the original concept of a Nussbaum gain is replaced by a new switching decßion function that guarantees the convergence of the switching characteristics in finite time independent of the choice of gain adaptation.
2. Multi-input multi-output systems with known sign at high frequencies In this section, we consider the class.X of systems of the form (1.2) which satisfy the minimum-phase condition (1.4) and the known-sign condition o(CB) c C*. where Q(,') denotes the transition matrix of (2.4), M>0 is some constanl independent of tu, e).0so thatReI,(A)<-efo,r oil i.4, and öo:ö(r,,)>0 rs monotoiically decreasing to zero as k(tr) tends to infinitv.
Proof. See Owens et al. (1987) . Z Lemma 2.1 enables the following result to be proved for an exponentially stabilizing'maximum control scheme,. Note that f(.,x,) may be discontinuous at /:h. However, without restriction of generality, we may assume that ku:0. This can be done since f (., *,) satisfies the Carath6odory condition (see Hale, 1977: p.55 ) and the existence and uniqueness of (2.12) goes through as for the case of continuous.f (., x,).
We proceed in several steps and prove the following statements.
(i) If there exists a solution of (2.12) on (-oo,/'), with /'(@, then k(.)e L-(0, t').
(ii) System (2.12) does not have a finite escape time.
(iii) A solution of (2.72) exists on the whole of R and is unique.
(iv) There exist M,ar )0 such that the solution x(.) of (2.9) satisfies llx(r)ll < Me-ot for all r > 0 and (2.10) is fulfilled.
(i) Suppose there exists a solution r(.) of (2.12) on (--, /') and k(.) e L-(0, r'). Then Lemma 2.1 implies that llx(r)l < Ke-Ä' for all t ef} , t') (2.13) for some K,L>0. Since k(t) is monotonically increasing in /, it follows that lim,-,, a(t):0. Thus, (2.13) applied to k(t) :;1:l: """"" lly(s) ll + /c,, yields k(.) e L-(0, /'). Hence (i) is proved by a contradiction argument.
(ii) Suppose there exists some /' > 0 such that lim sup llx(t)ll : * (2.14)
Since, by (i), k(')eL-(0,t'), it follows that (2.9) satisfies a global Lipschitz condition on (0, r'). This contradicts (2.14), and hence (ii) is proved.
(iii) Consider the continuous map f , A: G*,h) x C([-tr ,0], R")--+ p" given by (2.I2). Function / is called locally Lipschitz in the second argument if / is Lipschitz in the second argument in each compact set in ,fJ. Function / is in fact locally Lipschitz as a sum, product, and composition of locally Lipschitz maps. Therefore, the result in Hale (1977: p. 42 ) can be applied and the existence and uniqueness of the solution x(r) of (2.12) through the initial value (o,r(.)lr o,ur) follows for / € (--, e), for some e > 0. Now (ii) implies that the solution "än u" continued on (-o , /rl. The same arguments yield existence and uniqueness on 1-* ,2h1. By repeating these arguments inductively, (iii) follows.
(iv) It follows from (i)-(iii) that (2.10) holds true. Therefore lim,---a\t): ur-> 0 and we obtain 343 e'"'lly(r)ll < qax e-(")" lly(s)ll < (k--ku).
Suppose (2.9) is of the form (2.5). By (2.6), there exist K,e>0 such that ;leÄo'l < Ke-'/ for all r > 0.
(2.16\ An application of (2.15), (2.16), and variations-of-constants to the second equation in (2.5) yields llry(t)ll<,Ke (2.17) Since e in (2.16) can be chosen so that 6 1 {tr*, (2.12) yields exponential decay of llrt(')ll-This, together with (2.15), implies (z.tt). Therefore the prooi is complete. fl RsN{anr 2.3. Note that the proof of proposition 2.2 provides an explicit description of the decay of the output in terms of asymptotically compuiable quantities. Inequality (2. 15) yields lly(r) ll < (k--ku).--*' for all r > 0. Note that the sign condition (2.1) is weakened to (3.2). For the class f, we follow previous results in developing a switching function in order to generate an adaptive scheme. In contrast to the well-known Nussbaum gain (see Nussbaum, 1983; Willems & Byrnes, 1984) , this switching function is a new type guaranteeing convergence in finite time.
The switching function
will be implemented into the feedback law via
u(t): -s(/)/c(/)y(t), and we consider the closed-loop system i(t): [,4 -S(t)/c(t)bc]x(t),
where /c(.) is the maximum controller introduced in (2.8). We follow the intuitive ideathatS(r)issearchingforthe'correct'signof thegain cband, if itfindsit,the sign is kept constant and k(r) will thus converge to a finite limit. Then the exponential decay of ly(t)l is obvious. Note that the consequent switching structure illustrated in Fig. 1 
is well-defined since (i) r/(t) is monotonic in any interval of t>tn where S(.) is constant,
(ii) V(t ) : k(td and hence the switch times are well defined.
The following lemma gives a basic integral inequality for the output y(t): cx(t) of the system (3.5), and is used to prove convergence of the switching sequence. Proof. Because of Lemma 2.I, we may assume that (3.7) is of the form (2.5). Then a straightforward calculation yields :fio@'l: A,y(t)'-cäs(r)k(r)z + y1t1e,r1(t), *ly(t)'-y(r,^zl= K, I yft)2 dt -rbI s(z)k(r)y(r)2 dr + x,[' 0$)llla(r)ll dz 'J,u J,, J,u (3.9) for some suitable Kt > 0. By using (2.7) and applying variations-of-constants to the second equation in (2.5), we obtain for some K2,a)0 and for />/n llrr(t)ll { Kze-'' llry(r,)ll + ty(.)(r), ft Ly(.)(r):: I K2e "' '' ly(s)l ds.
'ti (3.10)
Since the operator L maps Lr(tn, r') functions into Lr(r,, , /') functions and is of uniformly bounded norm in /'and to, we conclude from (3.9) and (3.10) that
for some suitable K.>0. Since aB < at + Bz for u,B e R, (3.11) implies (3.8) and the proof is complete. ü Rsvenr 3.3 (convergence of the switching mechanism) under the assumptions of Lemma 3.2, it follows that r/(.)eL-(/,,t'). lf V(.) is unbounded, then the Algorithm 3.1 indicates that ,.tffi,, vtt): -and ,.hf ,, v{t): -oo'
This would contradict (3.8). Therefore there exist r/-e R and /r)0 so that lim tlt(t): tlt-and S(r) : S(r") for all t eft* , t,). (3.t2)
To prove the main result of this section, we need a lemma describing the relative growth of ly(.)l and lla(r)ll in the case of S(rr)cb<0 and k(.) unbounded and monotonically nondecreasing.
Lsr\,{r\,ra 3.4 (Output dominating the state) Suppose (A,b,c)e2 is in the form (2.5) and the assumptions of Lemma 3.2 are satisfied. If S(t)cb <0 for all t eftr rt'), and k(.) + t--(O ,t'), then, for euery e >0, there exßts some t, e(0,t,) such that llry(t)ll< e ly(r)l for all t elt,,t').
(3.13)
Proof. We assume that x(r) # 0 for all r e (--, /'); otherwise x(.) = 0. Following Owens et al. (1984) , we may assume that b: (1,0,...,0)r ancl c: (cä)är. put z(t):: llx(r)ll'r(t), V(t)::lbrz(t)12.
(3.14)
It is obvious that llz(r)ll : l, brz(t): (rb) 'y(t)lllx(t)ll, and v(r) e [0 , 1] for arl t e(-a, /'). We want to show that. under the stated conditions. lim 7(r): 1. As a consequence, for some M >0 independent of z, we have i(r)= -M +zk(t)lcblV(t)11-V(t)l for all t e(tN,t'). where ? eft,,t') is sufficiently large. Since l was arbitrary, it follows that either lim,-,, V(t):0 or lim,-,, V(t):1. If the latter holds true, the proof is complete. Thus, it remains to consider the case lim,-,, V (t) :0. In this case, for every ,1. > 0, there exists t^ e (t*, /') such that 1 -s < (rb)*' ## for all t eft, , t'). v lt) : ('b)-' JVt-t ^ for all t e (t^ , t')' ilx(f)ilUsing ll.rll' :1cb)-'l' + llrlllt, it follows that y(t)' < (cb) '* ', rt1lli2 for all t e (t^ , t').
Inserting (3.18) into (3.10) yields (3.18) ll4(r)ll< Ke-" 114(/^)ll + KLIe r(r-r) llry(r)ll dr (3.le)
for some suitable constant K > 0. Since Ä ) 0 can be chosen arbitrarily small, an application of the Bellmann-Gronwall lemma to (3.19) yields an exponentially decaying bound for lla(.)ll. But then, by (3.18), ly(.)l is bounded by an exponentially decaying function, which, together with the observation that a(t)--->0 as /-+t', contradicts /c(.)dLr(0,t'). This completes the proof of the result. n Now we are in a position to prove the main result of this section. Proof. we proceed in several steps and show the following statements.
(i) If there exists a solution of (3.21) on (--, /,), with ,, ( m, then k(.) e L_(0, r,).
(ii) System (3.21) does not have a finite escape time.
(iii) A solution of (3.21) exists on the whole of R and is unique.
(iv) There exists M,c.r>0 such that the solution x(.) of (3.21) satisfies llx(r)ll 1 Ms-'ot for all r > 0.
If these statements hold true, then (3.24) follows immediately from the construction of the maximum controller and the proposition is proved.
(i) Suppose that there exists a solution x(.) of (3.21) on (-*,t,) and that lim k(r): co, (3.25) noting also that (3.12) holds true. If S(tr)cä>0, then Lemma 2.1 implies the existence of an exponential bound for llx(.)ll. This would contradict (3.22). It S(tr)cb <0, then (3.13) applied to ' 1 b @'l : A, y (t)' -cb s (t) k (t)y (t)' + y (t)A 2n (t) 'dt" ' (we assume that (3.20) in in the form (2.5)) yields Ä lltr(t)'l=-fA,r lcäs(t')l k(t)-ellA2llly(t)" for all teft,,t'),
where /" is sufficiently close to /'. Thus ly(.)l grows exponentially, which contradicts rl(.) e L-(0 , /'). This proves (i).
(ii) Suppose that for some l' > 0 we have lim sup llx(t;11 : -. (3.26)
Then (i) implies that k(.) e L-(0, /'). But then the right-hand side of (3.21) would satisfy a global Lipschitz condition on (0rr'), which contradicts (3.26). This proves (ii).
Statements (iii) and (iv) are proved in a similar manner to Proposition 2.2.'[he proofs are hence omitted for brevity. tr
